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A New Way for Noren
How Noren Nakamura is adding to the modern evolution of the famed
curtain dividers of Japan.
by Anne Lucas

helps to shape their unique culture. He compares the partition cloth to Japan as a country, insofar as they both welcome in different people and cultures, and he wants to use
Japanese handicrafts in this way to re-introduce noren into
the present age.
Although only launched in 2014, Noren Nakamura was
formed on the back of his family’s long-standing shikkaiya,
founded in 1923. Shikkaiya businesses have roots in the
Edo period (1603–1868) and act as an intermediary amongst
kimono craftsmen, assisting with every stage of the creation
and maintenance of the garment. Realizing that in present-day society there is a growing lack of this kind of middleman for creators in general, and drawing on his affiliation
with a wide community of noren craftsmen, Nakamura saw
a gap in the market. So he opened what he refers to as a
“modern-day shikkaiya.” “The main purpose of my work is
to create an interface with the creators and users of traditional crafts and to design new relationships,” he explains.
Thought to have originated in the Yayoi period (tenth
century B.C.–third century A.D.), noren were first and foremost used to prevent dust from entering houses and as sun
shields. Gradually, they developed into commercial products with shops displaying their logos and symbols of their
wares on the fabric. Nakamura refers to these uses for the
dividers as “version one and two,” and he has now given
himself the challenge of designing a version three that creates new value in the modern age.
Nakamura places high importance on partnering with
young, innovative craftsmen who are motivated to explore

The noren welcomes you at the entrance of the storied Japanese confectionary maker
Toraya in the Tokyo Midtown mixed use complex in Roppongi.

new ways of working. He showed us a variety of examples of
the kind of work they have produced—including noren for
the esteemed Coredo shopping complexes in Nihonbashi.
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In Nihonbashi, which was the most lively part of town in the Edo period,
entrances of the Nihonbashi Mitsui Tower and the Coredo shopping
complexes display various newly designed noren with logos, symbolizing
the attractiveness of the city.
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